CA Technologies Services and Education

Customer Statistic

60 percent of surveyed IT organizations agree that the window of opportunity to drive solution adoption is within 90 days; after that it becomes an uphill battle.

Source: TechValidate

Reduce reliance on external support
Lower the risk of product failure

ENABLE YOUR TEAMS WITH CA EDUCATION.

The Numbers

CA Education helps you meet your goals with…

But don't just take our word for it…

Product education to fit your needs with flexible delivery options

Your CA software investment will help you break through and produce measurable outcomes. Now the clock is ticking to enable your team and ensure the project's success.

Whether you are looking to…


…CA Education can help.

Adding 1.5% of the project budget to training moves the project success rate from 50% to 80%

Untrained users require 6x more support than trained users

1 hour of training saves 5 hours of lost productivity

Performance decreases by over 20% after 4 years without ongoing training

94% instructor satisfaction rating

Over 11,000 students take 25,000+ award winning CA Education courses a year

How we do it:

Enable your team to maximize the potential of this solution right from the start. CA Education offers key product training at every level, in various formats to fit every experience and budget level.

*Speak with your CA Education expert to design the right mix of courses and formats to meet your needs.

FOR EXAMPLE:

Use Learning Paths to see the full recommended path to solution enablement and adoption

START WITH SELF/DIRECTED LEARNING in web-based training and dynamic labs to get a solid base of knowledge

ADVANCE YOUR KNOWLEDGE WITH INSTRUCTOR/LED COURSES either in a traditional classroom or virtually

CUSTOMIZE EDUCATION SOLUTIONS specific to your organization with our education consulting services

CA Education offers award-winning content, state-of-the-art best practices and a comprehensive course catalog.
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At CA, we're fueling a big part of this revolution where ideas are the new currency. Our passion is helping you to champion your best ideas and navigate the obstacles across the application lifecycle to break through and produce real measurable outcomes.

For more information on how CA Education can help you achieve your goals, visit: ca.com/education

TechFact

87 percent of IT organizations agreed with the following statement:

"CA Education increased the business value of the CA solution purchased/in place."

Source: TechValidate

TechFact

“From all vendor trainings I’ve ever attended, the CA ones are the most efficient and relevant to my job.”

Source: TechValidate

“...the instructor was exceptional. Easy to understand, excellent speaking voice, extremely knowledgeable about the material covered. It was a pleasure to be in this class.”

— Paul Ladebauche, TAC Worldwide

“The instructor presented the information in an easy-to-follow manner and at a good pace. He was very clear and confident. You could tell he was a master with this software. I would suggest this class was excellent. I would not change a single thing. I felt the insight needed to fully understand the material was covered in detail.”

— Scott Symonartis, CSC for UTC-Corporate

CA Technologies Services and Education.

Looking for help? Learn more at ca.com/servicesandeducation